Grammar

Answer Numbers 1 through 10 on your Answer Sheet. Choose the best answer for each question.

1. Which word correctly completes the sentence below?
   Aunt Lorraine ______ in the park every day.
   A. rain
   B. run
   C. running
   D. runs

2. Which word correctly completes the sentence below?
   Every week, Nathan ______ a story in his journal.
   F. write
   G. writes
   H. writing
   I. written

3. Which word correctly completes the sentence below?
   Eliza and Peter usually ______ horses at their grandfather’s ranch.
   A. ridden
   B. ride
   C. rides
   D. riding

4. Which word correctly completes the sentence below?
   Every morning, I ______ to music on the radio.
   F. listen
   G. listener
   H. listening
   I. listens

5. Which word correctly completes the sentence below?
   Carson will ______ all night for his science test.
   A. studied
   B. studies
   C. study
   D. studying

6. Which word correctly completes the sentence below?
   The baseball ______ across the field and through the window of the old shed.
   F. flew
   G. flow
   H. flown
   I. fly
Which word correctly completes the sentence below?

Coach Myers ______ his arms in excitement.

A. wave  
B. waved  
C. waver  
D. waving

The twins ______ trail mix for their snack.

A. ate  
B. eaten  
C. eating  
D. eats

Which word correctly completes the sentence below?

The hikers, a group of students from the city, were ______ the scenery along the forest trail.

F. admiring  
G. admireieng  
H. admireing  
I. admireing

George is ______ the dirty dishes from this morning's breakfast.

F. wash  
G. washes  
H. washed  
I. washing